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How to delete instagram photos after posting

Photo: PixabayWhat's the worst part of social media? See friends on a tropical getaway, grilling in the sun, while you sit in an adjacent cubicle under harsh neon lighting. If you need a vacation (and a warmer climate), JetBlue now appreciates several options for committing to a digital detox
— with a year of free flights. Whether you travel once per year or every month, there is value to joining an airline that often ... Read moreI, it's true. JetBlue, the airline with terra blue chips, offers three lucky entrants (and an escort for each) a year of flights, with one striking rule: you have to
rid yourself of past Instagram. Why? Chances are, that's because you'll be an influencer/advertising for a year for the airline. But honestly, if there's a price for anyone's integrity, it's likely to be a year of free flights. However, there are some catches. As Points Guy does, you still have to pay
the bag fees and pesky taxes. You will also have the availability of the last seat, which means you won't have much stock in your seat when booking a flight. However, the flight is free! Photo: Tim P. Whitby (Getty Images)How did you get in? To enter JetBlue's All You Can Jet contest, you
must delete all photos until March 8, the contest deadline. You also have the option to archive instead. Archiving is easy and saves all your photos, but if you have many of them, it will take time (you can check how to archive and share them back with our handy Instagram guide). But that's
not all—you also have to post one photo. That photo should show you the vacation you desperately need (beach? You must tag JetBlue and use #AllYouCanJetSweepstakes account. The photo must also contain a prompt, All you can __. You can upload photos of your choice to jetblue's
website, which will spit on your photos with commands automatically. For more details on the contest, see JetBlue's website. The winners will be announced in March, while I sit at my desk, continuing to see them. For more from Lifehacker, be sure to follow us on Instagram
@lifehackerdotcom. There are many reasons you might want to delete a post from your Instagram account. Maybe it's an old photo that doesn't match all the great photos you've posted recently. Maybe a friend has asked you to remove it because they're striking a pose that's not rambling,
or maybe it's just not getting enough likes. Whatever the reason, this is how you do it. RELATED: How to Take Better Instagram Photos the photo you want to delete in the Instagram app and tap the three dots in the upper right corner. Note, you can only delete your own pictures. Next, tap
Delete and then confirm by tapping Delete again. And that's it. The post will be removed from the Account. Although it is missing from your Instagram feed, it is important to remember that once something is put online it is possible that someone else may have kept a copy of it. It's easy for
people to take screenshots on their phones or use apps like Repost (iOS, Android) to share your original posts in their feeds. It is best to avoid posting anything illegal or incriminating in the first place! Instagram has changed a lot in the last 5 years. The overfiltered and square-cropped
photos you draw with your iPhone 4S won't last anymore. Many people have taken to deleting old photos that don't match the rest of their Instagram accounts. Now, however, you don't need to delete old photos completely: Instagram has introduced a way to archive them. Visit your
Instagram page and find old, incriminating photos you want to get rid of. My horrible selfie from four years ago would do well. Like George Clooney, it looks like I'm aging well. Tap the three dots in the top right and then tap Archive. And just like that, it's going to disappear from your profile.
To see all archived posts, tap the button in the top right. Only you can see photos in your archive. If you want to send one back to your profile, select the photo, tap the three dots in the top right again and then select Show in Profile. The Instagram Story feature is great, but as with all Story
features, it's easy to let muscle memory take over and accidentally share photos with everyone who follows you rather than the person you intended to send them to. I've made this mistake more than once. Most of the time, all anyone will see is a strange photo out of context, but
sometimes, things can be a little more sensitive. No matter what happens, here's how to delete a photo from your Instagram Story. RELATED: What are Instagram Stories, and How to Use Them? Go to Instagram and click your profile picture in the Stories bar to see your Stories. Once you
get to the photo you want to delete, you have several options. You can tap the three small dots in the bottom right and then tap Delete followed by Delete again. You can also swipe up to see more options about the picture and then tap the trash can icon followed by Remove to remove it
from your Story. Once you delete a photo, it disappears from your Story for good. Whether you want to clean up some old posts in your feed or you've changed your mind soon after posting something, deleting Instagram photos and videos is quick and easy to do. Follow these steps to
delete your own Instagram photos or videos you don't want on your profile again. First, make sure you have access to a mobile device compatible with the official Instagram app installed. You can only delete posts when you're signed in to an in-app account, meaning you can't delete
anything if you try to sign in web browser in Instagram.com. Open the Instagram app (log in to your account if needed) and tap the profile icon in the bottom menu to go to your profile. Tap the post you want to delete to view it. In the upper right corner of the screen for each photo and video
post, you'll see three dots. Tap this to draw a menu of options. Select Delete. Alternatively, you can archive Instagram posts, which effectively hide them from other users. To complete the permanent deletion of an Instagram post, you'll be asked to tap Delete again just to confirm that you
really want to delete your post. Keep in mind that after a post is deleted, it can't be undone. Here's a quick summary of the difference between archiving and deletion: Archiving: Hiding your post from your profile so that no one else can see it (even you)Gives you the option to put your post
back on your profile anytime you want, indefinitely how long it can stay in your archiveKeeps all your likes and comments on delete posts : Permanently remove your post from your profile, including all likes and posts it provides Make sure it can't be undone Thank you for telling us! Tell us
why! To hide a photo: Tap the photo you want to hide, tap the three-dot menu, then choose Archive.To access archived photos: Tap the hamburger menu, then choose Archive posts &gt; Archive.To create another public post: Tap the archived photo, tap the three-dot menu, then choose
Show in Profile. This article describes how to hide Instagram photos so that they can only be seen by you. It's easy to view hidden photos in your archives and make them public again. Instructions apply to the Instagram app for iOS and Android. To hide a selected Instagram photo, follow
these steps: Go to Instagram and show the photos you want to archive. Tap the three dots in the upper-right corner of the screen to open the pop-up menu at the bottom of the screen. Tap Archive. The selected photos are moved to your archive and hidden from your profile and feed. Your
followers can't see it, but you can. You can also edit, delete, or disable comments on posts from the same menu. Here's how to access the photos you put in your archive: Tap the hamburger menu in the top right corner of your profile screen. Tap Archive. Make sure Post Archive is selected
at the top. Archived photos appear and are visible only to you. Likes and comments remain in posts. However, people who liked and commented when you originally published it can't see those likes or comments until you make the post public again. To return the archived on your Instagram
profile: Tap the archived photo you want to public again. Tap the three dots above the image to display a menu similar to the one you see when you archive the image. Tap Show in Profile so that the picture appears again on your profile. Thanks for telling us! Tell us we There's no
immediate way to re-share images posted by others on Instagram. Fortunately, the free app has one single function: to make it very easy to repost Instagram pictures. The instructions in this article apply to Instagram on Android devices. Repost for Instagram is a free app for Android
devices. Once installed, you'll need to copy a link to the photo you want to share, and the Repost app will set it up for repost. Find the picture you want to re-post from your Instagram account. Select the dots menu in the upper-right corner of the post. Choose Copy Link. Open the Repost
app. The link will automatically paste into it. If the app is already open, it will listen to the Instagram URL you copied and suggest that you repost it. If you see the alert, you can tap it to open Repost. Select the post you just copied. Choose where to position the attribution marks (left or right
side of the bottom or top of the post) and whether you want to have a light or dark theme. To remove the repost marker completely, you need to unlock the Pro version of the app. Select Repost and go to Instagram. Follow the regular Instagram posting process. You can crop pictures,
choose filters, edit brightness and contrast, add locations, tag people, etc. You can also paste the original caption into the caption box by pasting what's on the clipboard (captions copied for you a few steps back). Select Share to re-share the image on Instagram Thank you for telling us!
Tell us why! Why!
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